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witch-hunting Sidney Hook's University Center for Rational Alter
natives, with which the Praxis group is allied. 

Given the key role of Yugoslavia in the current strategic 
situation, Brzezinski and his Trilateral agents are desperately 
seeking to maintain within Yugoslavia the tiny remaining pockets 
of subversive adherence to anti-Soviet non-alignment and local 
control economic policies, against the pro-revolutionary policy 
of Tito and the LCY. 

PSYWAR ENFORCES FORD'S RETIREMENT 

WASHINGTON, D.C., Dec. 26 (IPS)--In the week since he turned over 
control of the U.S. government to Nelson Rockefeller, President 
Ford has been subjected to a barrage of pS�Tar articles and oper
ations continuously reminding him that he is expendable. 

In a bizarre incident, reminiscent of the time during the 
waning days of the Nixon presidency when an Al'lOL serviceman 
parked a stolen helicopter on the White House lawn, an obviously 
brainwashed man dressed as an Arab crashed his car into the 
White House grounds and played "tag" with Secret Servicemen for 
four hours Christmas morning. 

The Rockefeller-controlled press has played this example of 
the CIA's domestic shenanigans as a "breach in security at the 
White House.1I President Ford, who was 2,000 miles away in Vail, 
Colorado, was awakened early Christmas morning to be briefed on 
the "tense confrontation." 

It has since been made known that the would-be "Arab" assas
sin was Marshall Field, an America n  black who learned to speak 
Arabic in Libya, where his father worked for the Agency for In
ternational Development, a CIA front. 

Meanwhile, the Colorado media have been slyly assaulting 
the vacationing Ford with numerous stories about the dangerous 
skiing conditions there ("over 100 avalanches this winter") and 
the dreadful lack of medical facilities at Vail ("the nearest 
hospital is 100 miles away on icy roads"). Juxtaposed to the 
story about Ford's vacation, yesterday's Denver Post ran the fol
lowing headline: "Sheriff Calls Off Search for Skier Missing 
Four Days." 

Ford has certainly gotten the message. Displaying a gal
low's sense of humor, Ford joked with reporters yesterday, "You 
make me a justice of the peace [at Vail], and I'll quit [the 
Presidency]." 
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